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Bifurcation of the shock wave upon reflecting 
&om the end wall of the shock tube 

Yu. V. ZHILIN, T.V. BAZHENOVA and L. G. GVOZDEVA (MOSCOW) 

THE PAPER contains the results of studies carried out in a rectangular shock tube in nitrogen and 
argon for Mach numbers of the shock wave varying between 2 and 7 and at initial pressures 
10-30mm of mercury column. In these studies the single Topler photograph method or the meth
od of streak records was employed. Pressures and heat fluxes were measured with miniature 
piezogauges and thin film gauges. The flow in a bifurcation zone is characterized by the com
plexity of the wave structure with distorted reflected wave and the oblique wave that give rise 
to flow separation. The measurements of pressure revealed that there exists a region on the 
wall in which the pressure exceeds the pressure behind the reflected wave. At the point of 
separation the pressure drop was measured and it was noticed that it agreed very closely 
with the calculation made in accordance with the Mark theory. A comparison was made 
between the pressure drop at the oblique wave and the pressure drop when a shock wave 
interacts with a non-stationary boundaty layer that brings about separation in starting 
up the supersonic nozzle. 

Niniejsza praca zawiera wyniki badan przeprowadzonych na prostok~tnej rurze uderzeniowej 
dla azotu i argonu przy liczbach Macha fali uderzeniowej wahajctcych si~ mictdzy 2 i 7 i ciSnie
niach poczcttkowych od 10 do 30 mm slupa rt~. W badaniach tych zastosowano pojedyn~ 
metodct fotograficz~ Toplera lub metod~ rejestracji smugowej. Cisnienie i strumien ciepla mie
rzono za pom~ miniaturowych czujnik6w piezoelektrycznych i czujnik6w foliowych. Przeplyw 
w strefie bifurkacyjnej scharakteryzowany jest zlorono8ci~ struktury fali z dystorsyjn~ fal'l 
odbit~ i padaj~C'l skosnie fal'l, kt6ra inicjuje proces odrywania si~ strug. Pomiary cisnienia wyka
zaly, i:e istnieje obszar na 8ciance, w kt6rym cisnienie przewyi:sza cisnienie istniej~ce za fal'l 
odbit'l. W punkcie separacji strumienia byl mierzony spadek cisnienia i zaobserwowano, 2'.e 
jest on bardzo bliski wynikom numerycznym otrzymanym wedlug teorii Marka. Przeprowa
dzono por6wnanie spadku cisnienia na fali ukosnej ze spadkiem cisnienia powoduj~cym 
oderwanie si~ strug, gdy fala uderzeniowa oddzialywuje z niestacjonam~ warstw~ przy
Scienn~ tworzctc naddiwi~kow~ dys~. 

B pa6oTe co.n;epmaTcn pe3yJibTaThi HCCJie.n;oBaHIIH, npoBe.n;elnlbiX Ha npmmyroJibHOH y.n;apHo:H 
Tpy6e B a3oTe H aproHe np:n: '-mCJiax Maxa y.n;apHoH: BOJIHbi OT 2 .n;o 7 :u: HBllaJII>HbiX .n;aBJieHH:mc 
10-30 MM pT. cr. McCJie.n;oBaHHH npoao.n;HJIHCb MeTo.n;oM noKa.n;pOBOH C'bCMI<l( TennepOBCKlfX 
KapTH:H, HenpepbiBHOH cPOTOpa3BCpTKH:, H:3MepeHH::8: .n;aBJieHHH H TCnJIOBbiX noTOKOB C no
MOI.l.U>IO MH:HH:aTIOpHbiX nbe3o.n;aTtiHKoB :u: TepMOMCTpOB conpOTHBJieHHH. Tet~eHH:e B 6ucl>yp
K~quoHHoH: 06JIBCTH xapaKTepH3YeTCH CJIO~OH BOJIHOBOH CTpfKTYPOH C HCKpHBJICHHbiMH: 
oTpa>KeHHo:H BOJIHoH: H Kocoif BoJIHoif, Bhi3biBaiOI.QeH OTphiB nOTOKa. MaMepeHH:H .n;aBJieHH:H 
aaperncrp:u:poBamt:, liTO eCTb o6JiaCTb Ha CTeHKe, .n;aBJieHH:e B KOTOpoif npeBbiWaeT .n;a:BJieUHe 

. 3a OTpa:H<eHHOH BOJIHOH. l13MepeH nepena.n; )l;BBJICHH:H B TOliKe OTpbiBa H OTMeliCHO ero XO
pomee coana.n;eHH:e c pa<;lleTOM no Teopo MapKa. llpoBe.n;eHq cpaBHeHHe nepena.n;a .n;aBJICHHH 
Ha KOCOH BOJIHC C nepena.n;oM .n;aBJICHHH, Bbl3biBaiOIQCM OTphm, npH B3BHMO,ll;CHeTBHH: y.n;apHOH 
BOJIHbl C HCCTaiUIOHapHbiM norpaHHliHbiM CJIOCM npH aanyCKe CBepX3BYKOBOI'O COnJia. 

THE PRESENT paper contains the results of experimental studies on the reflection of shock 
waves from the end wall of a shock tube. The investigations were made in a shock tube 
of square cross-section (72 x 72) mm in nitrogen and argon for Mach numbers of the in
cident wave varying between 2 and 7 and at initial pressures 10-30 Torr. The Schlieren 
single photograph method or the streak records' method wa" employed; the surface tern-
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perature and pressure were measured with miniature piezoelectric gauges and thin film 
gauges. · 

Streak records of the time variant reflection process enabled to determine the trajec
tories and velocities of the incident and reflected shock waves and, for nitrogen, made it 
possible to determine the velocity and the trajectory of the separation point of the boundary 
layer. Bifurcation of a reflected wave takes place as a result of the interaction of the shock 
wave reflected from the end wall of the shock tube with the boundary layer that has formed 
behind the incident shock wave. For that case when in the boundary layer, even if it be
comes immobile with respect to the reflected wave, the pressure will be lower than the pres
sure behind the reflected wave and the latter will bifurcate to form A-configuration. The 
wave pattern of the bifurcation process has been studied experimentally and theoretically 
by a number of authors [1-6]. 

The model for a bifurcation process and the conditions of its appearance were determin
ed by MARK [1]. Modified versions of the bifurcation process are given in the works of 
BYRON and Rorr [2], DAVIS and WILSON [3]. A review of the works on bifurcation given 
in the book written by BAZHENOVA and GvozDEVA [9] has shown that almost all the models 
of bifurcation process are contradictory because of a large number of simplified assumptions. 

The aim of our present studies was to define precisely the structure of the process. 
Apart from this, the measurements of pressure at the surface by means of large resolving 
gauges (the diameter of the sensitive surface was equal to 1 mm) enabled to determine 
the pressure drop at the oblique wave, which brings about the separation of flow, that is, 

a 

b 

c 
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it enabled to determine experimentally the criterion of flow separation for a nonstationary 
interaction of a shock wave with the boundary layer. 

Typical Topler photographs of a reflected wave in argon and nitrogen are shown in 
Fig. 1 (a, b). From these photographs it is evident that bifurcation does not take place 
in argon. This is- in agreement with the prediction of Mark's theory [1]. In the case of ni-

. trogen bifurcation of a complicated pattern was noticed. It may be mentioned that the 
reflected shock wave close to the triple point and the oblique shock, which brings about 
separation, bend, and this, apparently, explains large scatter in the values of its angle of 
inclination [2, 4]. The height h of the bifurcation zone and the distance a by which the point 
of separation moves from the front of the reflected waves was measured. The results of 
our measurements of the distance travelled by the triple point from the front of the reflected 
wave can be presented in the form of an approximated formula: 

(I) a = O.lllgMox0
·
8p0°" 1 ±2 [mm]. 

Here xis the coordinate of the reflected wave (in mm), p 0 is the initial pressure (in Torr) 
and M 0 , the Mach number of the primary wave. 

FIG. 2. Oscillograms of pressure and surface temper
ature when the shock wave reflects in argon (a -Po = 

= 30 Torr, M 0 = 2.6) and in nitrogen (b- Po = 

= 30 Torr, Mo = 4.63; c- p0 = 10 Torr, Mo = 

= 5.9). Time scale- 50 p sec per division. 

p 

From this relationship, assuming that h = atgq>, it is not difficult to determine the 
height of the triple point; q>- angle of inclination of the oblique wave to the wall. Since 
the oblique shock is curvilinear, the value of the angle q> can be determined on the basis 
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of the Mark theory, i.e. by assuming that the· pressure in the range OAB is equal to the 
stagnation _pressure of the stream filament in the range OBE (Fig. le). 

Basing on the MIRELS theory [7], in the paper of DAVIS and WILSON [3] the height pf 
a triple point was calculated depending upon the Mach number of the primary wave, ini
tial pressure and the d'stance from the end wall. The results of our measurements of the 
height of the bifurcati~n zone are well in agreement both with the calculations made in [3] 
and with the experimental results of [4]. 

The oscillograms of pressure (upper ray) and temperature (lower ray) recorded at 
a distance of 46 min from the end wall, when the shock wave reflects in argon (a) and in 
nitrogen (b, c), are presented in Fig. 2. Such oscillograms enabled to measure the pressure 
and temperature of the surface behind the primary and the reflected shock waves, but 
in nitrogen these oscillograms also enable to measure the pressure and temperature of the 
surface in the bifurcation zone. 

The measurements of the temperature of the surface behind the primary wave showed 
that, depending upon the Mach number of the primary wave and the initial pressure p 0 , 

the increase in temperature at the gauge surface when the reflected wave impacts was 
between 1 and 10°. The results of the measurements of the increase in temperature L1Tw 
with time 1: are approximated by the following formula 

LJ Tw = 2.2pg· 5 (M0 -1)2 -,;
0

·
3 ±0.5, 

(2) * _ Re*v(u0 -u1) 
150 10

_6 
7: - . 2 < 7: < . s. 

UoU1 

Here the units of measurements are p 0 -Torr, 1:- sec, Re*- critical value of the 
Reynqld number during transition, v = p/(!- kinematic viscosity of the gas, u0 and 
u1 - velocity of the incident wave and the flow behind it, respectively. 

A smooth change in temperature enables to affirm that at distances up to 150 mm from 
the end wall of the shock tube the change in the temperature of the surface behind the pri
mary wave will not exceed 15°. This amounts to only 5% of the initial absolute temperature. 
'{his provides a support to the validity for the given conditions of the prediction of 
MARK [1] that near the wall there exists a layer of gas at a temperature close to the initial 
temperature. The analysis of measurements of the heat flux behind the primary wave 
showed that in the given shock tube a transition from the laminar boundary layer to 
a turbulent one takes place at Re* = 106 • This is in accordance with the work of 
HARTUNIAN et a/ (8]. 

The pulsing nature of the variation of a heat flux in the bifurcation zone points to 
the fact that in the separation zone an intensive mixing of gas layers which are impact
heated up to different temperatures takes place due to the presence of shock waves and 
vortex flows. 

The measurements of pressure by means of · piezoelectric gauges enables to determine 
the ratio of pressures at the point of separation of the boundary layer and to compare the 
obtained results with the existing theories (Fig. 3). Here Pst represents the pressure behind 
the oblique wave, p 1 is the statical pressure of the incident flow. From the comparison it 
is evident that the model proposed by MARK [1] is in better agreement with the experiment. 
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As it is evident from Fig. 2 (b, c) the oscillograms of pressure corroborate the conclu
sion drawn in the paper of SANDERSON [6]. In conformity with this conclusion upon bifur
cation there exists a pressure peak at which the pressure exceeds by 10-15% than the 
pressure behind the reflecetd wave. 

Pst/P1 
1 

1~----~--~~--~~--~~--~ 
2 3 5 6 

FIG. 3. Ratio of pressures at the separation point of the flow as a function of the Mach number M 0 of the 
incident wave. Dots- experimental data. Curves -calculated data; 1 - [2], 2- [1], 3- [3]. 

The measurements of pressure by means of piezoelectric gauges also enabled to notice 
an interesting feature of the bifurcation process. At relative1y large initial pressures {p0 = 
= 30 Torr) a smooth increase in pressure is noticed throughout the separation zone from 
the stagnation pressure of the near-wall layer up to the stagnation pressure of the flow 
that has passed through two oblique shocks ( -1.1 p 5 ). At small initial pressures (p0 = 
= 10 Torr) such a smooth increase is preceded by a more or less abrupt decrease. Upon 
comparing the oscillograms (Fig. 2b, c) one can clearly notice different modes of pressure 
variation in the separation zone. SANDERSON [6] observed a similar decrease in pressure 
and explained this decrease as a consequence of the expansion of the flow behind the 
wave OA (Fig. le). The observed decrease in pressure seems to be associated with the near
wall shock wave generated during the interaction of the vortex flow with the region of the 
stagnated gas in the separation zone. It is of interest to note that similar non-stationary 
near-wall shock waves were noticed for the shock starting of nozzles [1 0]. 

The following empirical model of the bifurcation process of a reflected wave was made 
on the basis of experimental investigations (Fig. le). In the near-wall area the oblique 
shock OA associated with the separation of the boundary layer is inclined at an angle 
close to that calculated by Marks' theory. In the near-wall area the pressure behind the 
oblique shock varies from p 1 to Psr -stagnation pressure of the boundary layer. To match 
the pressures and the directions of flow in the region of the triple point A, bending of the 
reflected wave and the oblique shock OA must take place. Because of the bending of the 
reflected wave the gas in the-neighbourhood of the triple point does not move parallel to 
the wall but moves in the direction of the contact surface AT, that is, the flow moves 
slightly away from the wall and then turns towards it. The static pressure on both sides of 
the contact surface near the point A is equal top~ < p 5 , but the flow that has passed through 
the reflected wave AI has a v.elocity smaller that of the flow that has passed through two 
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oblique waves OA and AB. Further, the fiow that has passed through AI moves with sub
sonic velocity through the expanding channel formed by the contact surfaces AT. In doing 
so it stagnates isentropically up to the pressure p 5 • The flow that has passed through two 
oblique waves will stagnate in the region ET up to the pressure p;' > p 5 • The dimensions 
of the whole bifurcation zone are proportional to the thickness of the boundary layer 
with which the reflected wave interacts. To calculate the thickness of the boundary 
layer it seems to be necessary to take into account the intense heat exchanges with the 
tube walls. The distance x' is most likely proportional to the dimenssions of the bifurca
tion zone but not to x, as it was thought to be in [4]. This conclusion was drawn on the 
basis of the analysis of the streak records. From these photographs it is evident that the 
point at which the pressure is equal to p 5 moves at a gradually decreasing rate, whereas 
the velocity of the reflected wave remains constant. Sometimes a near-wall shock wave 
(Fin Fig. le) appears. Its apperance is the result of interaction of the supersonic non
stationary vortex flow with the stagnated gas in the separation region. 

In the starting process of a supersonic nozzle, separation may take place inside the 
nozzle when the secondary wave interacts with the boundary layer behind the incident 
shock wave. The criterion of separation of a boundary layer when a shock wave interacts 
with the non-stationary boundary layer was compared with the criterion of separation for 
a stationary boundary layer [9, 10]. 

The data for the criterion of separation when a shock wave interacts with the non
stationary boundary layer in the nozzle with the criterion of separation during bifurca
tion are presented in Fig. 4. From this figure it is evident that the pressure that brings 
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FIG. 4. Graph of the relation between the pressure 
drop at the oblique shock and the Mach number of 
the flow as related to the separation point. I - Bi
furcation of the reflected wave. 11 - Quasi-statio-

nary separation in nozzles [10]. 

about separation of the flow during bifurcation is much higher than the pressure in the 
nozzle. This is due to the fact that in the nozzle the secondary shock wave at the time of 
separation is immobile relative to the wall, but during reflection the shock wave moves 
with respect to the wall, i.e., separation takes place at the surface that moves in the direc
tion towards the shock wave. This corresponds to the separation of a more inflated pro-
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file. For this reason separation during reflection is difficult. A similar effect was noticed 
at an immobile and mobile surfaces in a stationary cases during the separation of the bound
ary layer. 
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